
Value of Hopero services
Valid from 18. 8. 2023

Service Volume Value of service* Work package Proposal GA

Access to the Hopero client zone access 120 Eur / year IV. ECOSYSTEM Licences to the Connecting Hub platform

AI maturity assessment - 720 Eur I. TEST BEFORE INVEST AI Maturity Assessment

AI consultation: XS 2 hours 240 Eur /  participation I. TEST BEFORE INVEST

Qualitative analysis of data sources, Design of innovative methods for selected 

domain problems, Analysis and identification of suitable technological tools for 

the specific needs of the client, Assessment of ethical impacts and threats of 

the use of AI methods,  Assessment of ethical aspects of AI application data 

management and digital technologies

AI consultationI: S 4 hours 480 Eur / participation I. TEST BEFORE INVEST

Qualitative analysis of data sources, Design of innovative methods for selected 

domain problems, Analysis and identification of suitable technological tools for 

the specific needs of the client, Assessment of ethical impacts and threats of 

the use of AI methods, Assessment of ethical aspects of AI application data 

management and digital technologies

AI consultation: M 8 hours 960 Eur / participation I. TEST BEFORE INVEST

Qualitative analysis of data sources, Design of innovative methods for selected 

domain problems, Analysis and identification of suitable technological tools for 

the specific needs of the client, Assessment of ethical impacts and threats of 

the use of AI methods, Assessment of ethical aspects of AI application data 

management and digital technologies

AI consultation: L 12 hours 1 440 Eur / participation I. TEST BEFORE INVEST

Qualitative analysis of data sources, Design of innovative methods for selected 

domain problems, Analysis and identification of suitable technological tools for 

the specific needs of the client, Assessment of ethical impacts and threats of 

the use of AI methods, Assessment of ethical aspects of AI application data 

management and digital technologies
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Access to the Hopero client zone

AI maturity assessment

Consultation or Workshop for specific topic

* the amount of de minimis aid granted is calculated as 50% of the value of the service
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Digital transformation events 3 hours 120 Eur / participation
II. TRAINING AND DIGITAL 

SKILLS

Digital transformation events (Digital Round Tables, Meet&Learn, Information & 

Capacity building), Training of digital/business skills: role of AI in different 

industrial areas

Training of digital/business skills: role of AI in different industrial 

areas
3 hours 360 Eur / participation

II. TRAINING AND DIGITAL 

SKILLS
Training of digital/business skills: role of AI in different industrial areas

Training AI: Basic AI programming 24 hours 1 200 Eur / participation
II. TRAINING AND DIGITAL 

SKILLS
AI Adopters Intense Training: Basic Programming for AI

Training AI: Advanced AI programming 12 hours 1 800 Eur / participation
II. TRAINING AND DIGITAL 

SKILLS
AI Natives advanced AI skill training

Training AI: individual mentoring individually 155 Eur / hours
II. TRAINING AND DIGITAL 

SKILLS
AI Natives advanced AI skill individual mentoring

Trainings related to the strategy of financing and acquisition of 

investments
12 hours 600 eur / participation

II. TRAINING AND DIGITAL 

SKILLS
Investment trainings, Funding Strategy trainings

Individual consultation: application of AI in practice individually 120 Eur / hours I. TEST BEFORE INVEST
User studies, Analysis and identification of suitable technological tools for the 

specific needs of the client, 

Individual cooperation: applied AI research and testing AI methods individually 155 Eur / hours I. TEST BEFORE INVEST
Design of innovative methods for selected domain problems (applied 

research), Testing and evaluation of methods and models in the real 

environment, AI Natives advanced AI skill individual mentoring

Individual cooperation: ethical assessment of an AI system individually 155 Eur / hours I. TEST BEFORE INVEST
Assessment of ethical impacts and threats of the use of AI methods, 

Assessment of ethical aspects of AI application data management and digital 

technologies

Individual consultation: funding and investment readiness strategy individually 145 Eur / hours III.  ACCESS TO FUNDING Investment Readiness Strategy, Funding strategy

Invididual consultation: SME/startup international network strategy individually 145 Eur / hours IV. ECOSYSTEM SME/startup international network strategy
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Training of employees

Individual consultation / cooperation

* the amount of de minimis aid granted is calculated as 50% of the value of the service
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Access computing infrastructure (non-accelerated CPU module) - 0.06 Eur / CPU-hour I. TEST BEFORE INVEST Provision of test and experimentation facilities - non-accelerated environment

Access to computing infrastructure (accelerated CPU module) - 3.90 Eur / GPU-hour I. TEST BEFORE INVEST Provision of test and experimentation facilities - accelerated environment

Hopero event 2 - 4 hours 120 Eur / participation
IV. ECOSYSTEM

III. ACCESS TO FUNDING
Events to mobilise SMEs in the regions, Workshops/Stakeholder brunches,  E-

Government brokerages, Investment events, Funding events

StartUp brokerages 2 - 4 hours 300 Eur / participation III. ACCESS TO FUNDING Startup brokerages

AI Conference 8 hours 300 Eur / participation IV. ECOSYSTEM Annual Conference on AI, AI Award, 

Conference: EU funding opportunities for digitalisation 8 hours 120 Eur / participation III. ACCESS TO FUNDING
Funding events: Conference of EU funding opportunities for digitalisation: 1 

event/year; 1 day each
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* the amount of de minimis aid granted is calculated as 50% of the value of the 

service


